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Basic setup: A gravity-powered 
neutrino bomb

Chandrasekhar: an object with mass greater than �  cannot support itself 
against gravitational collapse by degeneracy pressure


Electrons near Fermi surface become relativistic and EOS becomes unstable to 
collapse. In natural units, the criterion is M❊ ~ MPl3/MN2 ~ M⊙ (!!). 


Central Fe core (� ) collapses reaching v ~c/4, until nuclear densities, 


1010 g/cm3  → 1014 g/cm3


The resulting protoneutron star (~ a few * 10 km in radius) traps neutrinos. The binding 
energy GNM2/R is stored mostly in the Fermi seas of electrons & electron neutrinos


Neutrinos diffuse out on the time scale of a few seconds: t ~ R2/cλ ~ 1 s


carry away > 99% of all released gravitational energy. 


Approximately 0.15 MSUN is converted into a burst of ~10 MeV neutrinos 


1058 neutrinos in a few seconds is definitely intensity frontier!

∼ 1.4 M⊙

∼ 1.4 M⊙



Basic setup: Visible explosion
The inner core remains subsonic, while the outer core is 
falling at supersonic speeds. On the boundary, a shock front 
is formed, first inside the neutrinosphere. 


It moves out, breaks through the neutrinosphere, then loses 
energy to neutrino emission and disintegration of Iron. 


The shock stalls at ~ 200 km. Complicated interplay between 
volume energy loss and gain from streaming neutrinos on the 
bottom: vigorous convection.


The shock revives during ~1 sec. Blows off the rest of the 
star with energy of about 1051 ergs, about the binding energy 
of the envelope.  This gives rise to a visible explosion.



Stages of the explosion
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Fig. 11.1. Schematic picture of the core collapse of a massive star (M ∼>
8M⊙), of the formation of a neutron-star remnant, and the beginning of a
SN explosion. There are four main phases numbered 1−4 above the plot:
1. Collapse. 2. Prompt-shock propagation and break-out, release of prompt
νe burst. 3. Matter accretion and mantle cooling. 4. Kelvin-Helmholtz
cooling of “protoneutron star.” The curves mark the time evolution of several
characteristic radii: The stellar iron core (RFe). The “neutrino sphere” (Rν)
with diffusive transport inside, free streaming outside. The “inner core”
(Ric) which for t ∼< 0.1 s is the region of subsonic collapse, later it is the
settled, compact inner region of the nascent neutron star. The SN shock
wave (Rshock) is formed at core bounce, stagnates for several 100ms, and
is revived by neutrino heating—it then propagates outward and ejects the
stellar mantle. The shaded area is where most of the neutrino emission
comes from; between this area and Rν neutrinos still diffuse, but are no
longer efficiently produced. (Adapted from Janka 1993.)

Neutrino trapping has the effect that the lepton number fraction
YL is nearly conserved at the value Ye which obtains at the time of
trapping. However, electrons and electron neutrinos still interconvert
(β equilibrium), causing a degenerate νe sea to build up. The core of
a collapsing star is the only known astrophysical site apart from the
early universe where neutrinos are in thermal equilibrium. It is the
only site where neutrinos occur in a degenerate Fermi sea as the early
universe is thought to be essentially CP symmetric with equal numbers
of neutrinos and antineutrinos to within one part in 109. When neutrino
trapping becomes effective, the lepton fraction per baryon is YL ≈ 0 .35,

Fig. credit:

T. Janka & 
G. Raffelt



Modern 3D simulations: 

ORNL group 2015



Modern 3D simulations: 

Princeton group 2018



Basic setup: observations

�  erg emitted in a burst of �  eV neutrinos, roughly 
equipartitioned between flavors -> � 


Assuming � , expected fluence on Earth is � 


CC cross section on Ar � ; 40 kt detector has �  moles of Ar


Number of interactions 
�  


Details depend on the distance to the SN ( � ), emitted energy spectra, 
progenitor mass, flavor oscillations, etc


But the main point is that a galactic core-collapse supernova will create many 
thousands of 𝜈e interactions in the DUNE far detector


And �  events in Super/HyperK.

GNM2
core/R ∼ 1053 107

1057 νe

l ∼ 8 kpc ∼ 1.4 × 1011 cm−2

∼ G2
FE2

ν ∼ 10−40 cm2 106

∼ (10−40 cm2) (1.4 × 1011 cm−2) (6 × 1023 × 106) ∼ 8 × 103

∝ l−2

∼ 104 − 105 ν̄e



Refresher: What’s the goal here?

With such high 
statistics, it will be 
possible to study not 
only the total burst 
signal, but to track its 
time evolution second 
by second 


Need to know how to 
read this signal and 
what to look for

Inés Gil Botella - Low Energy @DUNE

DUNE: 40 kton LAr (SN @10 kpc)
28

Time-dependent signal
Expected event spectrum 

integrated over time
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Why should we care?  
“Theory of everything”!

Conditions not reproducible on Earth make them unique 
laboratories for particle and nuclear physics


From axions, majorons, dark photons, etc, to EOS of nuclear 
matter, to collective flavor oscillations in dense neutrino 
gases


The universe around us: Simulations of the galactic disk show 
that supernova feedback is crucial to its structure.


Origin of stuff: Supernovae synthesize and disperse heavy 
elements.


BBN created hydrogen and helium. Chemical elements 
around us were once inside a star





Flavor oscillations: not optional!

Oscillations will imprint 
information from the 
inner regions of the 
explosion on the 
observed spectra


We need to know (i) 
what to look for and (ii) 
how the detector 
performance will affect 
what can be seen

Inés Gil Botella - Low Energy @DUNE

DUNE: 40 kton LAr (SN @10 kpc)
28

Time-dependent signal
Expected event spectrum 

integrated over time



MSW effects in SN
Matter effect leads to 
adiabatic evolution of states 
in the Sun: measured!


In SN, higher densities -> 
two resonance regions


Using known masses and 
mixing angles, we can check 
that both are adiabatic in 
the progenitor profile


�  for E=20 MeV, 
� , 
�  

λosc ∼ 6 km
λprofile ∼ 104 km
sin2 2θ13 ≃ 0.084

sin2 ��

cos2 ��

sin2 �13
F (�µ,⇥ )

F (�e)

F (�µ,⇥ )

Pjump = exp (−
π(Δm2/4Eν)sin2 2θ

|d log ne/dr | )
Pjump = exp (−

πλprofile

λosc
sin2 2θ13)



MSW effects in SN
The is infinitely thin 
compared to the neutrino 
oscillation length  -> 
completely non-adiabatic


Electron neutrinos, which 
before were swept into �  
now go into � .


�  has a higher probability 
of being measured as �  
than � 


�

ν3
ν2

ν2
νe

ν3

sin2 θ12 vs sin2 θ13

Pjump = exp (−
πλshock

λosc
sin2 2θ13)

sin2 ��

cos2 ��

sin2 �13
F (�µ,⇥ )

F (�e)

F (�µ,⇥ )

-> If original �  flux was colder, observed flux gets colderνe



Oscillations imprint information

R. Schirato and G. Fuller (2002): the relevant 
nonadiabatic feature is the expanding shock front



Good project for a grad 
student?

Many things about SN flavor 
oscillations are complicated!


This shock effect seems like one of 
the easier things that one could use 
to introduce students to the subject 
without “shocking” them right away


… Of course, once you start looking 
closer, all sorts of interesting things 
might come up

Payel Mukhopadhyay 



First, to model the signal, one has to 
take into account the full oscillation 

physics which is extremely rich 

ν-sphere Collective

turbulence
front shock

“regular MSW”

νe νμ ντ

νe νμ ντ
_ _ _

Fast collective?



Different oscillation 
phenomena

Even if we don’t focus on the other oscillation phenomena, we still 
need to reasonably include them 


The plan is to take a physically meaningful, representative calculation 
for each effect


For turbulence, follow the approach of AF & A. Gruzinov, astro-ph/
0607244: infer the amplitude of small-scale fluctuations using 
Kolmogorov cascade 


Typical signature: time-dependent flavor depolarization


For collective oscillations, do multi-angle, spherically symmetric 
calculations with spectra from modern simulations


Typical signature: high-energy spectral split


For fast collective, see Huaiyu Duan’s talk


Typical signature is unavailable as of today



What about matter profiles? Published 
simulations differ on density features!

• Simulations by Arcones, Janka, and Scheck (2006)

• The most important feature is a termination shock of the neutrino-

driven wind close to the proto-neutron star

• Impacts MSW earlier, at 2-3 seconds, when fluxes are higher        



Timing

Inés Gil Botella - Low Energy @DUNE

DUNE: 40 kton LAr (SN @10 kpc)
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Time-dependent signal
Expected event spectrum 

integrated over time



Yet another simulation

• Fischer, Whitehouse, Mezzacappa, Thielemann, Liebendörfer 0908.1871 [astro-ph.HE]

• The termination shock feature intermittent?

• Absent at 1 second, present by 3 seconds. How is this possible?

• The paper only says that they “agree with the others”




What’s going on?

Numerical artifacts? Real 
physics?


To understand this, Payel 
Mukhopadhyay, we built 
our own physics model of 
the neutrino-driven 
outflow (“wind”)


This outflow is created 
when streaming neutrinos 
deposit energy above the 
neutrinosphere, outside 
of the “gain radius”



Nature of the outflow

The material heated by neutrinos is then 
launched outwards and eventually runs into 
the expanding shell


The question is whether it is accelerated to 
supersonic speeds (“wind”) or remains 
subsonic (“breeze”)


Supersonic means termination shock, 
subsonic gives a smooth profile



Underlying equations

Physical conditions in the outflow: Density dominated by 
baryons, pressure dominated by radiation.


Hydrodynamic equations are known (Duncan et al, Qian & 
Woosley), but, somehow, the physical boundary conditions 
have not been systematically treated.

Pressure balance equation

Mass Conservation

Entropy generation



What do I mean by 
that?

Duncan, Shapiro and Wasserman (1986) treat the 
outflow following the framework for stellar winds, 
which expand in practically empty space and always 
reach supersonic speeds.


But the neutrino-driven wind in a SN runs into the 
back of the expanding material!


For sufficiently high density of this material, the 
outflow can be “quenched”, never reaching the speed 
of sound. In this case, the entire flow is causally 
connected.



A few technical points

Entropy is gained in 
the first 100 km, due 
to neutrino heating. 
Typical values are 
50-100 per baryon


Outside of the 
heating region the 
system simplifies to a 
single ODE



Supersonic wind profile

vsound

vwind

Velocity profile -supersonic flows Corresponding density - Expansion into 
empty space

Qian, Woosley (1996), 
Thompson, Burrows, Mayer 

(2001)

In a realistic setup, termination shock.
But until the outflow hits the shock, it 

thinks it’s expanding into empty space.



Subsonic breeze profiles

Velocity profile -subsonic flows Corresponding density - Non-zero 
density at far end

Everything is causally connected.
The beginning of the wind knows it will 

flow into a finite-density medium



Critical breeze profile

Critical Breeze velocity curve : Outflow velocity just touches local sound speed at one point.

Corresponds to a critical (minimal) far density : 𝛒crit

Notice the kink, suggestive of a phase transition



Phase diagram

Simple-looking ODE is non-
linear, has a mind of its own


The sonic point is a critical 
(saddle) point. 


Below it is a family of 
subsonic curves, 
corresponding to various 
final densities


The supersonic solution goes 
through the critical point 
(unique)

0 50 100 150 200 250
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4



Summary of our findings

In the space of physical parameters, the boundary 
between subsonic and supersonic outflows is a phase 
transition


We mapped out critical values of basic parameters: 
neutrino luminosity, average energy, radius and mass of 
the protoneutron star, and density in the expanding shock


Turns out, for physical conditions in the realistic 
explosions, the system is indeed close to critical


This makes the neutrino signal a very sensitive probe of 
what exactly happens close to the protoneutron star!



Approximate scaling law 
for critical density

⍴crit  ∝ L2.69 R0.9 E5.1 M-4 

Numerically

❖ Example: For L ∼ 1052 erg/
s, the outflow is subsonic 
when the final density is 
at least 104 gm/cm3



Our model vs published 
simulations

We can reconcile existing 
simulations: for conditions of 
Arcones et al (2006), there are 
indeed strong shocks through 
the explosion


For Fisher et al (2009), we 
indeed find that the outflow 
changes its character in the 
first three seconds


For multi-d simulations, we 
understand why they don’t see 
shocks. However, if they were to 
run longer, we predict that 
shocks may appear for them

Vartanyan, Burrows, et al (2018)

Fischer et al (2009)



Finally, neutrino signals

As mentioned, collective 
oscillations are modeled by 
our spherically symmetric, 
multiangle code.


The result is a spectral 
split feature that is 
clearly visible in the mass 
basis, but not in the flavor 
basis.


What happens with shock 
effects?



The shock reveals 

the hidden split ;-)





Some comments
The smoking-gun modulation 
signal exists only in the 
neutrino channel -> Can 
only be seen at DUNE


The moving feature clearly 
cannot be of thermal origin


Water is still useful, to 
monitor antineutrinos, 
where no features like that 
are expected due to 
oscillations



What about 
nucleosynthesis?

One would like a systematic 
study, modeling the impact of 
wind-to-breeze transition on 
nucleosynthetic yields. No one 
has done it yet.


BUT, people have considered 
parametric models, where the 
outflow is modulated “by hand”


Comparing with our results, we 
find that our subsonic solution 
creates optimal nucleosynthesis 
conditions for the � processνp−

The Astrophysical Journal, 729:46 (18pp), 2011 March 1 Wanajo, Janka, & Kubono

A recent self-consistently exploding model of a 9 M⊙ star also
shows qualitatively the same result (Hüdepohl et al. 2010).

In this subsection, we explore the effect of the wind ter-
mination on the νp -process. The termination point is located
at rwt = 100, 200, 231, 300 (standard model), 400, 500, and
1000 km on the transonic wind trajectory (black line) shown in
Figure 1 (top panel). The other parameters Lν , Mns, and Ye,9 are
kept to be the fiducial values (Table 1, second to ninth lines).
In Figure 1 (middle and bottom panels), we find shock jumps
of density and temperature by wind termination only for the
rwt = 1000 km case, since the termination points are placed
below the sonic radius (rs = 515 km; Figure 1, top panel) for
the other cases.6

The result of nucleosynthesis calculations is shown in
Figure 2. The top panel shows the mass fractions, XA, of nuclei as
a function of atomic mass number, A. We find that the case with
rwt = 231 km has the maximum efficiency of producing nuclei
with A = 100–110 (including our calculations not shown here).
The middle and bottom panels show, respectively, the mass frac-
tions relative to the standard model (= XA/XA,standard) and to
their solar values (Lodders 2003), i.e., the production factor
f (= Xi/Xi,⊙ for ith isotope), as a function of A. We find a
noticeable effect of wind termination on the νp -process; the
production of p -nuclei between A = 90 and 110 is outstanding
for the cases with rwt = 231 and 300 km (standard model).

It should be noted that the asymptotic entropy S (= 57.0 per
nucleon in units of the Boltzmann constant kB; Table 1) is the
same for all the cases here (except for rwt = 1000 km owing to
the termination-shock heating). These different outcomes can be
explained by the different values of ∆n (= 0.24–17, 13th column
in Table 1), defined by Equation (1), owing to the different
expansion timescales after wind termination. As indicated by
the yellow band in Figure 1 (bottom panel), we find substantial
differences in the temperature histories before or during the
νp -process phase (defined as T9 = 1.5–3).

We define two expansion timescales τ1 and τ2 (seventh and
eighth columns in Table 1); the former is the time elapsed from
T9 = 6 to T9 = 3 and the latter from T9 = 3 to T9 = 1.5.
These represent the durations of the seed production and of the
νp -process, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 1 (bottom
panel), τ1 (= 17.5 ms) and thus the proton-to-seed ratio Yp/Yh
(=124) at T9 = 3 are the same except for the case with
rwt = 100 km. Nevertheless, the different values of τ2 and
thus ∆n (see Equation (1)) lead to the different efficiencies of
the νp -process. We find that ∆n ∼ 10 is needed for an efficient
production of p -nuclei with A ∼ 100. This requires the wind
termination at Twt,9 ∼ 2–3 (in units of 109 K) to obtain nν̄e ∼ 0.1
(Equation (2)). For the standard model (rwt = 300 km and
Twt,9 = 2.19), the maximum production factor (fmax in Table 1)
is obtained at 96Ru (nuc(fmax) in Table 1), a daughter nucleus of
96Pd (N = 50) on the νp -process pathway. We have the optimal
production (log fmax = 7.67 at 106Cd) with Twt,9 = 2.65 when
the termination point is set to rwt = 231 km.

In Table 1, the nuclide with the largest mass number Amax with
f > fmax/10 is also shown (e.g., 106Cd for the standard model;
nuc(Amax) in Table 1), which is taken to be the largest A of the

6 The outflows with rwt < rs are subsonic all the way. This happens in the
early wind phase when the slowly outgoing ejecta is still close to the core
(Arcones et al. 2007). In this case, however, the mass ejection rate from the
core is expected to be close to that of the transonic solution (with the
maximum Ṁ). Thus, the time variations of r, ρ, and T may not be substantially
different from those of the transonic case for r < rwt (see, e.g., Otsuki et al.
2000). We take, therefore, the transonic solution for all the cases, rather than
the subsonic solution by introducing an additional free parameter Ṁ .
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Figure 2. Comparison of the nucleosynthetic results for various wind-
termination radii rwt. The mass fractions (top) and their ratios relative to those
for the standard model (middle) are shown as a function of atomic mass number.
The bottom panel shows the abundances of isotopes (connected by a line for
a given element) relative to their solar values, where those lower than 104 are
omitted. The color coding corresponds to different values of rwt as indicated in
each panel (red is the standard model). The result for the outflow without wind
termination is shown in black. In the bottom panel, the names of elements are
specified in the upper (even Z) and lower (odd Z) sides at their lightest mass
numbers.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

p -nuclei synthesized by the νp -process. Given that our standard
model represents a typical supernova condition, this implies
that the νp -process can be the source of the solar p -abundances
up to A ∼ 110 (see Section 6 for more detail). However, this
favorable condition is not robust against a variation of rwt (and
thus Twt); the outflows with rwt = 200 km (Twt,9 = 2.95)7 and
rwt ! 500 km (Twt,9 < 1.55) end up with Amax = 84 (84Sr;
Table 1). Note that the outflow with rwt = 1000 km leads to
a similar result as that without wind termination (black line in
Figure 2; rwt = ∞ in Table 1). This indicates that the role of
wind termination is unimportant for Twt,9 < 1.5.

We find no substantial νp -processing for the outflow with
rwt = 100 km (Figure 2). This is due to the substantially smaller
Ye at the beginning of the νp -process (T9 = 3), Ye,3 = 0.509
(only slightly proton-rich), than those for the other cases (0.550;
Table 1). As a result, Yp/Yh at T9 = 3 is only 1.78, resulting
in a small ∆n (= 0.24) in spite of the largest nν̄e among the
various rwt models presented here. It should be noted that
Ye,3 is always lower than Ye,9 (= 0.600 in the present cases).
This is due to a couple of neutrino effects. One is that the

7 Despite the largest ∆n (= 17.1) among the various rwt models, the
rwt = 200 km model ends up with inefficient νp -processing. This is due to ∆n
defined for T9 ! 3 (Equation (1)), while the maximal efficiency of
νp -processing is obtained with Twt = 2.65 in this case.

5

Wanajo, 

Janka, 

Kubono 


ApJ (2011)



More details on the 
nucleosynthesis

The reactions are called � process.


C. Fröhlich et al, astro-ph/0511376


The only known way to make certain proton-
rich isotopes with mass numbers A>64


E.g., 92,94Mo and 96,98Ru 


Requires strong neutrino flux, otherwise 
stuck on  perfect for neutrino-driven 
outflows 64Ge (half-life 64 s)


But default simulations using supersonic 
winds have problems, because the (n,p) 
reaction on 64Ge has a half-life of 0.25 s at 
2 GK. Subsonic flow to the rescue!

νp−

The Astrophysical Journal, 729:46 (18pp), 2011 March 1 Wanajo, Janka, & Kubono
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Figure 1. Radius (top), density (middle), and temperature (bottom) as a
function of time (set to zero at the neutrino sphere) for Mns = 1.4 M⊙
and Lν = 1 × 1052 erg s−1. Subsonic outflows after wind termination at
rwt = 100, 200, 231, 300, 400, 500, and 1000 km are color coded. The black
line shows the supersonic outflow without wind termination. In each panel,
a filled circle marks the sonic point. The yellow band in the bottom panel
indicates the temperature range (T9 = 1.5–3) relevant to the νp-process. The
wind trajectories from hydrodynamical results by Buras et al. (2006, gray lines),
used in Pruet et al. (2006), are compared with our models.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

The neutron star mass Mns is taken to be 1.4 M⊙ for our
standard model. The radius of the neutrino sphere is assumed
to be Rν(Lν) = (Rν0 − Rν1)(Lν/Lν0) + Rν1 as a function
of the neutrino luminosity Lν (taken to be the same for all
the flavors), where Rν0 = 30 km, Rν1 = 10 km, and Lν0 =
1052.6 = 3.98×1052 erg s−1. This roughly mimics the evolution
of Rν in recent hydrodynamic simulations (e.g., Buras et al.
2006; Arcones et al. 2007). The wind solution is obtained with
Lν = 1 × 1052 erg s−1 (Rν = 12.5 km) for the standard model.
The time variations of radius r from the center, density ρ, and
temperature T for the standard model are shown in Figure 1
(black line).

The time variations of r, ρ, and T after the wind termination
by the preceding supernova ejecta are calculated as follows.
This phase is governed by the evolution of the preceding slowly
outgoing ejecta, independent of the wind solution. In light of
recent hydrodynamical calculations (e.g., Arcones et al. 2007),
we assume the time evolution of the outgoing ejecta to be
ρ ∝ t−2 and T ∝ t−2/3, where t is the post-bounce time. With
these relations, we have

ρ(t) = ρwt

!
t

twt

"−2

, (4)

T (t) = Twt

!
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"− 2
3

, (5)
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+
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$ 1
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1 − uwttwt
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+
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!
t
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"3
$− 2

3 !
t

twt

"2

, (7)

for t > twt, where twt, uwt, rwt, ρwt, and Twt are the time,
velocity, radius, density, and temperature, respectively, just after
the wind termination. Equation (7) represents the time variation
of velocity after the wind termination. In case rwt is larger than
that at the sonic point, rs, the Rankine–Hugoniot shock-jump
conditions are applied at rwt to obtain uwt, ρwt, and Twt (see,
e.g., Arcones et al. 2007; Kuroda et al. 2008). Equations (6)
and (7) are obtained from Equation (4) with the steady-state
condition, i.e., r2ρu =constant (see Panov & Janka 2009). Note
that Equations (6) and (7) give r(t) ∝ t and u(t) = constant for
t ≫ twt. In order to obtain t in Equations (4)–(7) for a given
trajectory with Lν , the time evolution of Lν at the neutrino
sphere is assumed to be [Lν(t)]r=Rν

= Lν0(t/t0)−1, where
t > t0 = 0.2 s (Wanajo 2006). With this relation, the post-
bounce time is determined to be t = (Lν0/Lν)t0 + tloc, where tloc
is the local time in each wind trajectory (tloc = 0 at the neutrino
sphere). The curves for various rwt as a function of tloc obtained
from Equations (4)–(6) are shown in Figure 1.

The wind trajectories from a hydrodynamical result by Buras
et al. (2006, ∼ 0.7–1.3 s after bounce, gray lines), used in
Pruet et al. (2006), are compared with our models. Their wind
trajectories were obtained by mapping the two-dimensional
model of an exploding 15 M⊙ star to a one-dimensional grid
at ∼0.5 s after bounce. In Figure 1, the time coordinate for
each trajectory is shifted to roughly match one of our models.
We find that their model also exhibits a wind termination at
r ∼ 500–1000 km. The temperature and density histories are,
however, close to our models with rwt = 100–230 km. This
is due to their higher neutrino luminosity (∼2 × 1052 erg s−1)
during the relevant core-bounce time, a factor of two higher
than assumed in our models shown in Figure 1. This leads to a
larger radius for a given wind temperature (see Section 4.2 and
Table 1).

The nucleosynthetic abundances in the neutrino-driven out-
flows are calculated in a post-processing step by solving an
extensive nuclear reaction network code. The network consists
of 6300 species between the proton- and neutron-drip lines pre-
dicted by the recent fully microscopic mass formula (HFB-9;
Goriely et al. 2005), all the way from single neutrons and protons
up to the Z = 110 isotopes. All relevant reactions, i.e., (n, γ ),
(p, γ ), (α, γ ), (p, n), (α, n), (α, p), and their inverses are in-
cluded. The experimental data, whenever available, and the the-
oretical predictions for light nuclei (Z < 10) are taken from the
REACLIB4 compilation. All the other reaction rates are taken
from the Hauser–Feshbach rates of BRUSLIB5 (Aikawa et al.
2005) making use of experimental masses (Audi et al. 2003)

4 http://nucastro.org/reaclib.html
5 http://www.astro.ulb.ac.be/pmwiki/Brusslib/HomePage
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Summary and outlook

SNB signal will provide a unique probe of the physical conditions close 
to the surface of the protoneutron star: it will have imprints of the 
nature of the high-entropy outflow (neutrino-driven “wind” or “breeze”)


 Assuming normal hierachy, can only be seen at DUNE (nu-e sensitivity) 


The physics of this outflow is different from usual stellar winds: it is on 
the boundary between subsonic and supersonic


We systematically mapped out this transition in terms of physical 
parameters: neutrino luminosities and energies, radius and mass of the 
PNS 


Subsonic outflows turn out to have ideal conditions to � process 
nucleosynthesis. Thus, neutrino signal can tell us about conditions for 
nucleosynthesis. 

νp−


